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Asgardian counter msf

The offending phase for the Covenant War lasts 24 hours in the Marvel Strike Force and allows players to attack specific areas shown below and score points for covenants. Note that we are working to add more content around Effective Offending Count in Alliance Verna and have added infographics from popular sources to the MSF community. This is a work in progress and
we'll be added to this list and editing regularly. Thank you for your patience, and if you want to contribute in any way our Tweet @GamingFansDFN anytime. Credit to the fantastic work of El President only 24 of the War Forces for the Marvel Strike Force below which was last updated in July 2020. In addition to making sure to check out our in-depth war alliance count for defence
teams: counting the agarians – in progress! Emmarauders count – in progress! The privacy of this website's privacy uses cookies so we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Information cookies stored in your browser and perform functions such as recognizing you when you return to our website and help our team to understand which section of the website you
find most interesting and useful. Strictly necessary cookies strictly necessary should be allowed at all times so we can save your preferences for setting cookies. If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again. Click a Counter team to see more information.
Details: A defensive team / heavy debuff with release synergy. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority
to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton.Specific Strategy: T4 on Passive Jessica Jones' recommended, to help improve overflow cleaning. This team works well because Jessica
Jones, Iron Point, and Luke Cage all have debuff cleaning. Also, daredevil's staples have a chance to attack bonuses against Villains and Pinier giving the whole team a handicap on Villains.Watch VideoDetails: A buff/debuff heavy team with war synergy. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you
can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton would be your next kill to stop him from your team, as the more refunds you have the most it hits. Kill Order:
Supreme Scientist, Graviton.Specific Strategy: Special invisible Women in this battle, as it cleanses overflow. Watch VideoDetails: A buff/debuff heavy crew and war synergy. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting
reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton.Do you know the strategy to
beat the A.I.M. team with X-Hand 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics,
you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist,
Graviton.Do you know the strategy to beat the A.I.M. team and goalie of the Galaxy? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you
can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the
stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme scientist, Graviton.Do you know the strategy to beat the team A.I.M. and brawers (w/ Capt Marvel)? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the
teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and from reading his team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning
your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton.Do you know the strategy to beat the A.I.M. team and B.K.T.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply
for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him
out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton.Do you know the strategy to beat the A.I.M. team and Brawleers? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy:
This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton
should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton.Do you know the strategy to beat the A.I.M. team with A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy
release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its
healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Ultron should be killed next to closing its minions down. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton, Ultron.Do you know the strategy to beat A.I.M. (w/ Ultron) team and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on
Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these mechanics, you will prevent them get reinforced in the extra damage they need to beat a comparable team.
Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Ultron should be killed next to closing its minions down. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton, Ultron.Do you know the strategy to beat
A.I.M. (w/ Ultron) team with 1.0 weapons? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A defence team / heavy debuff and synergy release. General Strategy: This team is designed to apply for the thickness of the teams and heavy debuffs of the enemy team. If you can turn off either or both of these
mechanics, you'll prevent them from getting reinforced in extra damage they need to beat a comparable team. Supreme Scientists should be your first priority to prevent its chances of reviewing others and in its healing team/team. Graviton should be the next you kill him out of overflow/stunning your team, as the more debuffs you have the stronger it hits. Ultron should be killed
next to closing its minions down. Kill Order: Supreme Scientist, Graviton, Ultron.Do you know the strategy to beat A.I.M. (w/ Ultron) teams and advocates? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It continues
charging (up to a maximum of 5) each time any asgadian or Wave me – avenge attackers, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on the maximum Charged.Hela be killed next to stop his high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the Asgardian to death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Specific Strategies: Work well in war when you are attacking
an Asgardian team in a room that applies defence down to you, as your supreme special can flip those in defence up on his first movement. This team has also done well since you have a lot of single-target attacks, which slowed down Thor from taking charge when Asgadian allies are attacked. Watch VideoDetails: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General
Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It continues charging (up to a maximum of 5) each time any asgadian or Wave me – avenge attackers, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on the maximum Charged.Hela be killed next to stop his high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the Asgardian to death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Do
you know the strategies for defeating Agarian teams and supernaturals? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It is acmporary charging (up to one 5) Every time all those assailants or my surge – Avengers
attacked, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on maximum Charged.Hela must kill next to stop his high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the Asgardian to the death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Specific strategies: T4 on Carnage and Spider-Man (Symbiote), are required to passive. The main strategy is to manipulate turning snaps by
killing Gregs. Passive The Carnage gives turning snaps and health to teams when a foe drops below 25% health. Make Venom Ability Block Suff and Spider-Man (Thousand) Mess Loki. Other than that, keep killing Gregs until the Symbiote Spider-Man can use his Ultimate On Thor with his senses. While continuing to kill Gregs, your killing order is Loki, Thor, then Hela.Details: A
heavy-heavy team with synergy of War Defense. General Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It continues charging (up to a maximum of 5) each time any asgadian or Wave me – avenge attackers, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on the maximum Charged.Hela be killed next to stop his high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the
Asgardian to death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Specific Strategies: You want to increase Graviton's Passif Capacity by focusing on one target at a time. It disrupts an enemy that drops below 75% Health in release and extends adverse effects when an enemy drops below 50% Health. Focusing on Loki first, before Sifunts, because it's Stealthing makes it harder for you to pick a
single target. The rest of the killing order is Thor, Hela, Heimdall, then Sif.Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It continues charging (up to a maximum of 5) each time any asgadian or Wave me – avenge attackers, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on the maximum Charged.Hela be killed next to stop his
high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the Asgardian to death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating Asgain teams with X-Men 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General
Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It continues charging (up to a maximum of 5) each time any asgadian or Wave me – avenge attackers, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on the maximum Charged.Hela be killed next to stop his high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the Asgardian to death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Do
you know the strategy of defeating Asgain teams with Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It acumns charging (up to a maximum of 5) each time all ascarns or waves I – Is attacked, then hit
the enemy team with an AOE on maximum Charged.Hela must kill next to stop his high yields and the extra Gregs from spaning on a non-called Asgardian to the death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Specific strategies: Ultimus, Korath, and Minn-erva are required for this to work. Doesn't work well against a Thor with 6 or 7 Red Stars. The first clicks of attack should focus on
taking Thor out first. You want to first use Korath's Special on Thor, which will apply Taunt Thor and give Ultimus spin snaps. You will then use Ultimus 'Ultimus', which will give him offense up and a bonus attack due to Thor's taunt, then he will flip his positive effects. If he rotate doesn't die from Damage on Time effect, then finish it off. Your intent should kill off Ela next, which can
be tough, but the Gregs read summons should work in your favor, as Minn-erva will heal any time a Greg dies. On top of that, you'll be getting more healing from the demise of Loki's summons and the Kingpin summons. Watch VideoDetails: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Thor should be your first target. It continues charging (up to a maximum of
5) each time any asgadian or Wave me – avenge attackers, then hit the enemy team with an AOE on the maximum Charged.Hela be killed next to stop his high production and the extra Gregs from spaning on someone who doesn't call the Asgardian to death. Slay order: Thor, Ela, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Asgarandian team with Fantastic 4 (w/Drax)? If
so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common
substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little
further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details
of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: Subject to change due to reworkedSOUou can help me add common substitutions, a the general, or details of this team do not submit Suggestion. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The
changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem.
You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Specific Strategies: Note: The changed subject due to reworkOu can help
me add common substitution, a general strategy, or details of this team by submitting a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategies for defeating Avengers (War) teams with armored powers 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me
add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategies for defeating Avengers (War) teams and Brotherhood 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me
add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategies for defeating Avengers (War) teams with Spider-Verse 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me
add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategies for defeating Avengers (War) teams and S.H.I.E.L.D.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy
team that relies on energy generation from killing enemies. This team is a very efficient team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy generation are Paseos, which has Passive providing 2 energy capabilities within itself or adjacent cosmic allies about the demise of an enemy, and Star-Lord, who are special and passive to provide energy the adjacent ally capabilities. The
main dealer damage is Rocket Raccoon. The main goal is to give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use his Ultimate On turn around. It's longer when paired with Groot. And that's scary, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance at killing a dilemma due to an assistance from Groot and a chance at another assistance, with Rocket Fitness energy if set aside for
Paseos. Also, Groot as the rocket's ultimate damage. This energy rail is the most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy abilities since more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PvP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction so that Rocket can wipe the enemy out before being attacked or to review him so he can continue to bombard the team. Its role is
the same as in PvE, except it is likely to have been a more effective health when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher health (as in black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent him from reviewing others and from his recovery. Rocket should be your second priority to stop its damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy
generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva, Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Pase, Groot.Do you know the strategy to beat the B.K.T. team with Armor Power 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy
team that relies on energy generation from killing enemies. This team is a very efficient team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy generation are Paseos, which has Passive providing 2 energy capabilities within itself or adjacent cosmic allies about the demise of an enemy, and Star-Lord, who are special and passive to provide energy the adjacent ally capabilities. The
main dealer damage is Rocket Raccoon. The main goal is to give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use His Ultimate on every turn. It's longer when paired with Groot. With that fear, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance of killing a foe, due to an assistance from Groot and a chance for another assistance, and feeding rocket energy if he put next in Paseos. Also,
Groot as the rocket's ultimate damage. This energy rail is the most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy abilities since more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PvP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction so that Rocket can wipe the enemy out before being attacked or to review him so he can continue to bombard the team. Its role is the same as in
PvE, except it is likely to have been a more effective health when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher health (as in black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent him from reviewing others and from his recovery. Rocket should be your second priority to stop its damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save
Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva, Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Pase, Groot.Do do you know the strategy to beat the B.K.T. team with Fantastic 4? If so, submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy team that relies on energy
generation from killing enemies. This team is a very efficient team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy generation are Paseos, which has Passive providing 2 energy capabilities within itself or adjacent cosmic allies about the demise of an enemy, and Star-Lord, who are special and passive to provide energy the adjacent ally capabilities. The main dealer damage is
Rocket Raccoon. The main goal is to give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use His Ultimate on every turn. It's longer when paired with Groot. With that fear, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance of killing a foe, due to an assistance from Groot and a chance for another assistance, and feeding rocket energy if he put next in Paseos. Also, Groot as the rocket's
ultimate damage. This energy rail is the most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy abilities since more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PvP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction so that Rocket can wipe the enemy out before being attacked or to review him so he can continue to bombard the team. Its role is the same as in PvE, except it is
likely to have been a more effective health when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher health (as in black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent him from reviewing others and from his recovery. Rocket should be your second priority to stop its damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates
because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva, Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Pase, Groot.Do do you know the strategy to beat B.K.T. team and X-Men 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy team that relies on energy generation from
killing enemies. This team is a very efficient team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy generation are Paseos, which has Passive providing 2 energy capabilities within itself or adjacent cosmic allies about the demise of an enemy, and Star-Lord, who are special and passive to provide energy the adjacent ally capabilities. The main dealer damage is Rocket Raccoon.
The main goal is to give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use His Ultimate on every turn. It's longer when paired with Groot. With that fear, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance of killing a foe, due to an assistance from Groot and a chance for another assistance, and feeding rocket energy if he put next in Paseos. Also, Groot as the rocket's ultimate damage.
This energy rail is the most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy abilities since more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PVP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction to that can spread the enemy outside before being attacked or are reviewing it so it can continue to bombard the team. Its role is the same as in PvE, except it is likely to have been a
more effective health when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher health (as in black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent him from reviewing others and from his recovery. Rocket should be your second priority to stop its damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs
supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva, Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Pase, Groot.Do you know the strategy to beat the B.K.T. team and B.K.T. if so please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy team that relies on energy generation from killing enemies. This
team is a very efficient team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy generation are Paseos, which has Passive providing 2 energy capabilities within itself or adjacent cosmic allies about the demise of an enemy, and Star-Lord, who are special and passive to provide energy the adjacent ally capabilities. The main dealer damage is Rocket Raccoon. The main goal is to
give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use His Ultimate on every turn. It's longer when paired with Groot. With that fear, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance of killing a foe, due to an assistance from Groot and a chance for another assistance, and feeding rocket energy if he put next in Paseos. Also, Groot as the rocket's ultimate damage. This energy rail is the
most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy abilities since more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PvP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction so that Rocket can wipe the enemy out before being attacked or to review him so he can continue to bombard the team. Its role is the same as in PvE, except it is likely to have been a more effective health
when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher health (as in black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent him from reviewing others and from his recovery. Rocket should be your second priority to stop its damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and
he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva, Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Pase, Groot.Do you know the strategy to beat the B.K.T. team with Inhumans? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy team that relies on energy generation from killing enemies. This team is a very efficient
team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy generation are Paseos, who passive to provide energy abilities for himself or his adjacent cosmic ally over the death of an enemy, special and passive energy provides the energies of adjacent allies. The main dealer damage is Rocket Raccoon. The main goal is to give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use His
Ultimate on every turn. It's longer when paired with Groot. With that fear, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance of killing a foe, due to an assistance from Groot and a chance for another assistance, and feeding rocket energy if he put next in Paseos. Also, Groot as the rocket's ultimate damage. This energy rail is the most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy
abilities since more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PvP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction so that Rocket can wipe the enemy out before being attacked or to review him so he can continue to bombard the team. Its role is the same as in PvE, except it is likely to have been a more effective health when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher
health (as in black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent him from reviewing others and from his recovery. Rocket should be your second priority to stop its damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva,
Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Pase, Groot.Do do you know the strategy to beat the B.K.T. team and Sinister 6? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A high-synergy team that relies on energy generation from killing enemies. This team is a very efficient team for Ultimus I-VI raid. The main drivers for energy
generation are Paseos, which has Passive providing 2 energy capabilities within itself or adjacent cosmic allies about the demise of an enemy, and Star-Lord, who are special and passive to provide energy the adjacent ally capabilities. The main dealer damage is Rocket Raccoon. The main goal is to give it as much energy ability as possible so it can use His Ultimate on every
turn. It's longer when paired with Groot. With that fear, the first turn of the rockets has a high chance of killing a foe, due to an assistance from Groot and a chance for another assistance, and feeding rocket energy if he put next in Paseos. Also, Groot as the rocket's ultimate damage. This energy rail is the most buster of hateful, as Rocket will receive more energy abilities since
more haters will be paid off. Minn-erva's role in PvP is healing/reviewing and perhaps be a distraction so that Rocket can wipe the enemy out before being attacked or to review him so he can continue to bombard the team. Its role is the same as in PvE, except it is likely to have been a more effective health when there are more haters and/or haters who have higher health (as in
black dimensions). General Strategy: Kill Minn-erva first to prevent it from reviewing others and from recovery it. Rocket should you priority to stop his damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs equipment when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Kill Order: Minn-erva, Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord,
Pase, Groot.Do do you know the strategy to beat B.K.T. team and goalie at the Galaxy? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further.
Do you know the strategy of defeating the Black Order Team with 3.0 Hands 3.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. See VideoDetails: A help-heavy team that only relies on Mrs. Marvel.Ms. The Passive Marvel gives him a high chance at helping on Jenn Avenge or Hero Brawler allied turns, and on his turn he
has a high chance of giving a young avenge or Hero Brawler ally. Also, when a hero ally drops below 50% Health, it has taunt.General Strategy: Kill Mrs. Marvel and this team's main mechanics is close. By doing so will lead to her grandma's lead when you drop one of her Hero's allies below 50%, and try to skirts around her report giving the chance to fully heal and her
Ultimate.Kill order: Ms Marvel, the rest. Do you know the strategies for defeating Brawle teams and Wakandans? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: An assistant-heavy team that only relies on Mrs. Marvel.Ms. The Passive Marvel gives him a high chance at helping on Jenn Avenge or Hero Brawler
allied turns, and on his turn he has a high chance of giving a young avenge or Hero Brawler ally. Also, when a hero ally drops below 50% Health, it has taunt.General Strategy: Kill Mrs. Marvel and this team's main mechanics is close. By doing so will lead to her grandma's lead when you drop one of her Hero's allies below 50%, and try to skirts around her report giving the chance
to fully heal and her Ultimate.Kill order: Ms Marvel, the rest. Do you know the strategies for defeating Brawle and Supernatural teams? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: An assistant-heavy team that only relies on Mrs. Marvel.Ms. The Passive Marvel gives him a high chance at helping on Jenn
Avenge or Hero Brawler allied turns, and on his turn he has a high chance of giving a young avenge or Hero Brawler ally. Also, when a hero ally drops below 50% Health, it has taunt.General Strategy: Kill Mrs. Marvel and this team's main mechanics is close. By doing so will lead to her grandma's husband when you drop one of her hero's allies below 50%, and trying to skirts
around reports it gives him the chance to fully heal with him order: Madam Marvel, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating Brawers teams with X-Men 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: An assistant-heavy team that only relies on Mrs. Marvel.Ms. The Passive Marvel gives him a high
chance at helping on Jenn Avenge or Hero Brawler allied turns, and on his turn he has a high chance of giving a young avenge or Hero Brawler ally. Also, when a hero ally drops below 50% Health, it has taunt.General Strategy: Kill Mrs. Marvel and this team's main mechanics is close. By doing so will lead to her grandma's lead when you drop one of her Hero's allies below 50%,
and try to skirts around her report giving the chance to fully heal and her Ultimate.Kill order: Ms Marvel, the rest. Do you know the strategies for defeating Brawle and Goalkeeper teams? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: An assistant-heavy team that only relies on Mrs. Marvel.Ms. The Passive
Marvel gives him a high chance at helping on Jenn Avenge or Hero Brawler allied turns, and on his turn he has a high chance of giving a young avenge or Hero Brawler ally. Also, when a hero ally drops below 50% Health, it has Taunt.General Strategy: Depending on your counter, you will need to make a choice between killing Mrs. Marvel or Captain Marvel first. KillIng Mr. Marvel
first will be the usual choice, as it will shut down the main mechanics of this team. By doing so could lead to her family's anterior when you drop one of her hero's allies below 50%, and trying to skirts around topping it gives him the chance to fully heal and his ultimate.Killing Captain Marvel first will prevent his high production and self-healing, but by trying this if you don't have the
one-target or AoE production damage eliminates it quickly. Otherwise, Mrs. Marvel will be buried and give Captain Marvel enough time to heal. All the time, the rest of the team will do tons of attack assists and you'll be back in one square. Next kills Deadpool because of self-healing and high damage production. Kill Order: Captain Marvel or Wife, Deadpool, the rest. Do you know
the strategies for defeating Brawle (w/ Capt Marvel) teams and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: An assistant-heavy team that only relies on Mrs. Marvel.Ms. The Passive Marvel gives him a high chance at helping on Jenn Avenge or Hero Brawler allied turns, and on his turn he has a
high chance of giving a young avenge or Hero Brawler ally. Also, when a hero ally drops below 50% Health, it has Taunt.General Strategy: Depending on your counter, you will need to make a choice between killing Mrs. Marvel or Captain Marvel first. Kill Mrs Marvel first will be the usual choice, as she will close out this team mechanical synergy. By doing so could lead to her
family's anterior when you drop one of her hero's allies below 50%, and trying to skirts around topping it gives him the chance to fully heal and his ultimate.Killing Captain Marvel first will prevent his high production and self-healing, but by trying this if you don't have the one-target or AoE production damage eliminates it quickly. Otherwise, Mrs. Marvel will be buried and give
Captain Marvel enough time to heal. All the time, the rest of the team will do tons of attack assists and you'll be back in one square. Next kills Deadpool because of self-healing and high damage production. Kill Order: Captain Marvel or Wife, Deadpool, the rest. Do you know the strategies for defeating Brawle (w/Capt Marvel) teams with Frehood (w/ Carnage &amp; Venom)? If
so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy. General Strategy: The best counter teams will be people who can deal with the heavy debuffs and the Ultimate Magneto moving your character close together. You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon
that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have one-target or helping attacks that won't take too I effort away from killing Magneto.You'll want to kill Magneto as early as possible because most of the team kinety depends on Magneto being any. You should have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin,
which could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying (removing sonic turn) or preventing (disrupting) the Jigernaut, or forcing a burial on another foe. If these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts
to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he'll recount you'll be stuck behind him because it also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance to his passive.Kill command: Pyro, Magneto, Mystique.Do you know the strategy beat Frehood's 1.0 team with Brawers? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding
this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy. General Strategy: The best counter teams will be people who can deal with the heavy debuffs and the Ultimate Magneto moving your character close together. You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have one-target or helping
attacks that won't take too I effort away from killing Magneto.You'll want to kill Magneto as early as possible because most of the team kinety depends on Magneto being any. You should have a way to handle moving his first moves or your other team will be blind for a spin, which could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't
waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying (removing sonic turn) or preventing (disrupting) the Jigernaut, or forcing a burial on another foe. If these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once it's tamarised you'll be stuck behind it because it
also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance thanks to her passive. Kill's order: Pyro, Magneto, Mystique.Do you know the strategy beat Frehood 1.0 team with the X-Hands 10.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy. General Strategy:
The best counter teams will be people who can deal with the heavy debuffs and the Ultimate Magneto moving your character close together. You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have one-target or helping attacks that won't take too I effort away from killing Magneto.You'll want to kill Magneto as
early as possible because most of the team kinety depends on Magneto being any. You should have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin, which could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying
(removing sonic turn) or preventing (disrupting) the Jigernaut, or forcing a burial on another foe. If these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he recounting you'll be stuck behind him because it also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance to his passive
order.Kill: Pyro, Magneto, Mystique.Do you know the strategy beat Frehood 1.0 team with A.I.M. if so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy. General Strategy: The best counter teams will be people who can deal with the heavy debuffs and the Ultimate
Magneto moving your character close together. You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have one-target or helping attacks that won't take too I effort away from killing Magneto.You'll want to kill Magneto as early as possible because most of the team kinety depends on Magneto being any. You should
have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin, which could be lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying (removing sonic turn) or preventing (disrupting) the Jigernaut, or forcing a burial on another foe. If
these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he recounting you'll be stuck behind him because it also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance to his passive.Kill command: Pyro, Magneto, Mystique.Do you know the strategy to beat the team's 1.0 brotherhood
and defenders? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy teams and little ge synergy. General strategy: You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have a large target-target or
help attack that won't take too much effort away to kill Magneto.then kill Toad next, to prevent his assistance and his hand extend the life of any refund. You'll next want to kill Magneto because most of the team's synergy depends on Magneto being an ally. You should have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin, which
could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying (removing sonic turn) or preventing (disrupting) the Jigernaut, or forcing a burial on another foe. If these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end
your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he'll stick you'll be stuck behind him because it also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance thanks to his Passif order.Kill: Pyro, Toad, Magneto.Do you know the strategy to beat the brotherhood 2.0 team and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding
this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy teams and little ge synergy. General strategy: You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have a large target-target or help attack that won't take too much effort away to kill Magneto.then kill Toad next, to prevent his assistance and his
hand extend the life of any refund. You'll next want to kill Magneto because most of the team's synergy depends on Magneto being an ally. You should have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin, which could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If
you depending on target single damage, attempting to delay (removing meter turns) or preventing (disrupting) the jigernaut, or forcing a haunted on another enemy. If these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he spots you'll be stuck behind him because it also takes
immunity, which comes with very high resistance to his Passif command.Kill command: Pyro, Toad, Magneto.Do you know the strategy to beat the team's 2.0 brotherhood with Asgadian? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy teams and little ge synergy.
General strategy: You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so consider eliminating it first if you have a large target-target or help attack that won't take too much effort away to kill Magneto.then kill Toad next, to prevent his assistance and his hand extend the life of any refund. You'll next want to kill Magneto because most of the team's



synergy depends on Magneto being an ally. You should have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin, which could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying (removing sonic turn) or preventing
(disrupting) the Jigernaut, or forcing a burial on another foe. If these tactics aren't an option, you could also save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he is reassured you will be stuck behind him because it also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance thanks to his passive.Kill command: Pyro, Toad,
Magneto.Do you know the strategy to beat the brotherhood 2.0 team with A.I.M. if so please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with most magento synergy teams and little ge synergy. General strategy: You'll normally want to kill Pyro first. It's a glass cannon that sets on tons of debuffs, so
consider eliminating it first if you have a large target-target or help attack that won't take too much effort away to kill Magneto.then kill Toad next, to prevent his assistance and his hand extend the life of any refund. You'll next want to kill Magneto because most of the team's synergy depends on Magneto being an ally. You should have a way to handle his ultimate first move, or
anything else your whole team will be blind for a spin, which could easily lose the battle for you. Also, just be aware of who is blind or disrupted, so you don't waste attacks or puffs. If your team relies on single target damage, try delaying (removing sonic turn) or preventing (disobeying) the Jigernaut, or forcing one spot on another If these tactics aren't an option, you could also
save your AoE attack until after having taken attempts to end your foe attempting to kill. Remember, once he's reassured you'll be stuck behind him because it also takes immunity, which comes with very high resistance to his Passif command.Kill commands: Pyro, Toad, Magneto.Do you know the strategy to beat the 2.0 brotherhood team and Sine 6? If so, please submit a
question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Punish or Iron Fist, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage. If you cannot withhold the Ultimate AoE Pinier, then take it out first. If you can, take out Iron First to stop the cure, then you Punisher.Do know the strategy to beat the Defenders team and Brawleers? If so,
please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Punish or Iron Fist, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage. If you cannot withhold the Ultimate AoE Pinier, then take it out first. If you can, take out Iron First to stop the cure, then you Punisher.Do know the strategy to beat the Defenders team and
S.H.I.E.L.D.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Punish or Iron Fist, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage. If you cannot withhold the Ultimate AoE Pinier, then take it out first. If you can, take out Iron First to stop the cure, then you Punisher.Do know the strategy to beat the
Defenders team with X-But 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Punish or Iron Fist, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage. If you cannot withhold the Ultimate AoE Pinier, then take it out first. If you can, take out Iron First to stop the cure, then you Punisher.Do know the
strategy to beat the Defenders team and B.K.T.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Punish or Iron Fist, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage. If you cannot withhold the Ultimate AoE Pinier, then take it out first. If you can, take out Do the First to stop the cure, then you
Punisher.Do know the strategy to beat the Defenders team and Sinister 6? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Punish or Iron Fist, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage. If you cannot withhold the Ultimate AoE Pinier, then take it out first. If you can, take out Iron First to stop the
cure, then you Punisher.Do know the strategy to beat the Defenders team and Inhumans? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. A Team Against Attack with High and War Synergy Offense. General Strategy: Invisible women should be your first priority because of its team's puffs and barriers (which also allow it
to counter-attack when a fantastic 4 ally with Barrier is attacked). Mister Fantastic is next because of his constant assistance and buff removal. Save the thing for updates because of how tanki it is. Kill Order: Invisible Woman, Mister Fantastic, Human Torch or Namor, Thing.Do You Know the Strategy to Beat the Fantastic Team 4 and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question.
You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A team against attack and high sustaining and synergy offense release. General Strategy: Invisible women should be your first priority because of its team's puffs and barriers (which also allow it to counter-attack when a fantastic 4 ally with Barrier is attacked). Mister Fantastic is next because of
his constant assistance and buff removal. Save the thing for updates because of how tanki it is. Kill Order: Invisible Woman, Mister Fantastic, Human Torch or Namor, Thing.Do do you know the strategy to beat the team's fantastic 4 and armor power 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy:
Kill Order: Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Other Two, Groot (LATEST). Rocket should be your first priority to stop his damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Do you know the strategies for beating the goalkeeper and Wakandans team? If so, please
submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Other Two, Groot (LATEST). Rocket should be your first priority to stop his damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has
a chance to review. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Guardians of the Galaxy team with armored power 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Other Two, Groot (LATEST). Rocket should be your first priority to stop his damage production,
then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because he buffs supplies when he dies and he also has a chance to review. Do you know the strategy of defeating goalkeepers from the Galaxy team and X-Men 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order:
Rocket Raccoon, Star-Lord, Other Two, Groot (LATEST). Rocket should be your first priority to stop his damage production, then kill Star-Lord next to stop his energy generation. Save Groot for updates because it breathes air supplies to die and he has a chance to read it you know the strategy of defeating the Guardians of the Galaxy team with Frehood (w/ Carnage &amp; ;
Venom)? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A Team Stealth and Evade. General Strategy: If possible, kill Nobu first to prevent its team's buffs and the chance to review allies. Next kills but Sentry so he doesn't continue to implement Stealth and Evade's allies. Slay Order: Nobu, but SentryDo you know
the strategy beats the team but with Mercenary 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team that makes Red Skull invisible (war only) until you remove his charges by killing 8 Hydra minions. General strategy: Blitz kills order: Red Skull, then the rest. War Kill Orders: First
Wave - Hydra Scientist (Top Priority), AVOID Hydra Grenadier. Second wave - Red Skull, Hydra Scientist.In the first wave, you are cleaning Skull's Red Charge by killing 8 minions. Although Hydra Scientist is a good priority because it's virtually the weakest and healing team, you really want a lot of AoEs to clear the allegations as quickly as possible. Avoid Hydra Grenadier
because it will release an AOE when it reviews. The second wave starts when the charges are cleared. You'll want to target Red Skull now that it's capable of hurting, but you still want to focus on using AoEs.Specific Strategies: This only works because of black bolts. Make sure it is the one that kills the Hydra minions because that will prevent them from being reviewed. Watch
VideoDetails: A ramp-up, War Defence Team that makes Red Skull unscrupulous (war only) until you remove his charges by killing 8 hydra minions. General strategy: Blitz kills order: Red Skull, then the rest. War Kill Orders: First Wave - Hydra Scientist (Top Priority), AVOID Hydra Grenadier. Second wave - Red Skull, Hydra Scientist.In the first wave, you are cleaning Skull's Red
Charge by killing 8 minions. Although Hydra Scientist is a good priority because it's virtually the weakest and healing team, you really want a lot of AoEs to clear the allegations as quickly as possible. Avoid Hydra Grenadier because it will release an AOE when it reviews. The second wave starts when the charges are cleared. You'll want to target Red Skull now that it's capable of
hurting, but you still want to focus on using AoEs.Do you know the strategy to beat the Hydra team with Armor Power 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team that makes Red Skull invisible (war only) until you remove his charges by killing 8 Hydra minions. General
strategy: Blitz kills order: Red Skull, then the rest. War Kill Orders: First Wave - Hydra Scientist (Top Priority), AVOID Hydra Grenadier. Second wave - Red Skull, Hydra Scientist.In the first wave, you are cleaning Skull's Red Charge by killing 8 minions. Although Hydra Scientist is a it's virtually the weakest and healing team, you really want a lot of AoEs to clear the allegations as
quickly as possible. Avoid Hydra Grenadier because it will release an AOE when it reviews. The second wave starts when the charges are cleared. You'll want to target Red Skull now that it's capable of hurting, but you still want to focus on using AoEs.Specific Strategies: You'll want to add a tank and recommend the other characters to be able to apply slow down, block capacity,
or to remove stale. Possible combinations include 1) Ultimus, Korath Pursuer's, Premiere Cyborg, and a tank. 2) Paseos, Minn-erva, and two others. Watch VideoDetails: A ramp-up, War Defence Team that makes Red Skull unscrupulous (war only) until you remove his charges by killing 8 hydra minions. General strategy: Blitz kills order: Red Skull, then the rest. War Kill Orders:
First Wave - Hydra Scientist (Top Priority), AVOID Hydra Grenadier. Second wave - Red Skull, Hydra Scientist.In the first wave, you are cleaning Skull's Red Charge by killing 8 minions. Although Hydra Scientist is a good priority because it's virtually the weakest and healing team, you really want a lot of AoEs to clear the allegations as quickly as possible. Avoid Hydra Grenadier
because it will release an AOE when it reviews. The second wave starts when the charges are cleared. You'll want to target Red Skull now that it's capable of hurting, but you still want to focus on using AoEs.Specific Strategies: You need at least a 40k advantage for a more reliable win. The strategy is to give Rocket Raccoon as much energy as possible to hit back-to-back AoEs.
So put it between Star-Lord and Paseos.Watch VideoDetails: A ramp-up, War Defence Team that makes Red Skull unseen (war only) until you withdraw its charges by killing 8 Hydra minions. General strategy: Blitz kills order: Red Skull, then the rest. War Kill Orders: First Wave - Hydra Scientist (Top Priority), AVOID Hydra Grenadier. Second wave - Red Skull, Hydra Scientist.In
the first wave, you are cleaning Skull's Red Charge by killing 8 minions. Although Hydra Scientist is a good priority because it's virtually the weakest and healing team, you really want a lot of AoEs to clear the allegations as quickly as possible. Avoid Hydra Grenadier because it will release an AOE when it reviews. The second wave starts when the charges are cleared. You'll want
to target Red Skull now that it's capable of hurting, but you still want to focus on using AoEs.Specific Strategies: You need at least an 80k advantage to punt down against Hydra. With enough benefits, this team can survive the first wave of Hydra and M'Baku Skull's red handicap sleeves well enough for you to get rolling through the Black Panther train rolling. Watch VideoDetails:
A ramp-up, War Defence Team that makes Red Skull unscrupulous (war only) until you remove his charges by killing 8 hydra minions. General strategy: Blitz kills order: Red Skull, then the rest. War Kill Orders: First Wave - Hydra Scientist (Top Priority), AVOID Hydra Grenadier. Second Wave - Red Skull, Hydra the first wave, clearing Skull's Red Load doesn't kill 8 minions.
Although Hydra Scientist is a good priority because it's virtually the weakest and healing team, you really want a lot of AoEs to clear the allegations as quickly as possible. Avoid Hydra Grenadier because it will release an AOE when it reviews. The second wave starts when the charges are cleared. You'll want to target Red Skull now that it's capable of hurting, but you still want to
focus on using AoEs.Specific Strategies: You'll probably need around 100k power advantage for this team to work. The strategy is to plan when each character uses the AoE. You'll start the dog after Phoenix dies and granted offense up to cyclops and defenses down to foe. The dog starts with Siklops or Phoenix, anyone who goes first to your team, just make sure to use one on
Hydra's wave then the other on Hydra's second wave. Do not use the Storm AOE (Ultimate, not special) until its third or fourth turn, most likely to clean at the end. See VideoGeneral Strategy: Kill Command: Black Boult, Yo-Yo. Black Bolt would be the first target because of its high damage production, then Yo-Yo next because of its constant debuffs. Do you know the strategy of
defeating the Inhumans team and supernatural? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: KillIng Order: Black Bolt, Yo-Yo. Black Bolt would be the first target because of its high damage production, then Yo-Yo next because of its constant debuffs. Do you know the strategy of defeating the
Inhumans team and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Ronan's Accuser, Premiere Noble. Ronan is your first priority because of his summons and energy generation, then kill noble next to stop his assistance. Do you know the strategy of beating the Premiere team
with the defenders? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Ronan's Accuser, Premiere Noble. Ronan is your first priority because of his quotation and energy generation, then kill noble next to stop his assistance. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Premiere team with Ultron? If
so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Ronan's Accuser, Premiere Noble. Ronan is your first priority because of his citation and energy generation, then kill noble next to stop his assistance. Do you know the strategy to beat Team Premiere and X-Hand 1.0? If so, please submit a
question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Ronan's Accuser, Premiere Noble. Ronan is your first priority because of his quotation with energy generation, then kill noble next to stop l. Do you know the strategy for defeating the Premiere team with A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question. you can join me on
Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Ronan's Accuser, Premiere Noble. Ronan is your first priority because of his summons with energy generation, then kill noble next to stop his assistance. Do you know the strategy to beat Premiere's team with Spider-Verse 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a
discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Ronan's Accuser, Premiere Noble. Ronan is your first priority because of his citation and energy generation, then kill noble next to stop his assistance. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Premiere team and brawle them? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion
regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: This strategy is similar to the Marauders 1.0, in that you should follow the same kill order, but the difference lies in the fact that you have to use a team with a way to also handle Ultron and summons it (e.g. AoEs, counter-attacks, etc.). Efficient counter teams will be able to use the buffs
this team against them (e.g. flip them to debuffs, puff your team based on their puff, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Although it would seem ideal to take out Ultron first, auto-review him too sustain and give his team enough time to dry you out. Therefore, Ultron will likely be one of the last living. Mysterious would be your second
target because of its assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next because of his assist. Kill Order: Mister Sinister, Mystique, Sabretooth.Do you know the strategy to beat the Marauders (w/ Ultron) team and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense
synergy. General Strategy: This strategy is similar to the Marauders 1.0, in that you should follow the same kill order, but the difference lies in the fact that you have to use a team with a way to also handle Ultron and summons it (e.g. AoEs, counter-attacks, etc.). Efficient counter teams will be able to use the buffs this team against them (e.g. flip them to debuffs, puff your team
based on their puff, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Although it would seem ideal to take out Ultron first, auto-review him too sustain and give his team enough time to dry you out. Therefore, Ultron will likely be one of the last living. Mysterious would be your second target because of its assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next
because of his assist. Kill Order: Mister Sinister, Mystique, Sabretooth.Do you know the strategy to beat the marauders (w/ Ultron) armored team 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion Details: A teams with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Efficient account teams will be able to use their puffs this team against them (e.g.
flip them to debuffs, puff your team based on their buffs, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Mysterious would be your second target because of its assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next because of his assist. Kill Orders: Mister Sinister, Mystique, Sabretooth.Do do you know the strategy to beat the Marauders 1.0 team with
Black Order? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Efficient account teams will be able to use their puffs this team against them (e.g. flip them to debuffs, puff your team based on their buffs, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority
to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Mysterious would be your second target because of its assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next because of his assist. Kill Order: Mister Sinister, Mystique, Sabretooth.Do you know the strategy to beat the Marauders 1.0 team with the defender? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion
regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Efficient account teams will be able to use their puffs this team against them (e.g. flip them to debuffs, puff your team based on their buffs, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Mysterious would be your second target because of its
assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next because of his assist. Kill Orders: Mister Sinister, Mystique, Sabretooth.Do you know the strategy to beat the Marauders team 1.0 with Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy:
Efficient account teams will be able to use their puffs this team against them (e.g. flip them to debuffs, puff your team based on their buffs, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Mysterious would be your second target because of its assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next because of his assist. Kill Order: Mister Sinister, Mystique,
Sabretooth.Do you know the strategy to beat the Marauders team 1.0 with Ultron? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A heavy-heavy team with war defense synergy. General Strategy: Efficient account teams will be able to use their puffs this team against them (e.g. flip them to debuffs, puff your
team based on their buffs, etc.). Mister Sinister would be the first priority to stop his cloning, healing, and crew. Mysterious would be your second target because of its assistance and debuffs. Sabretooth is next of his assistance. Kill Orders: Mister Sinister, Mystique, Sabretooth.Do you know the strategy to beat the Marauders 1.0 team and A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question.
You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff and assistance-heavy team and synergy of war defense. General Strategy: On War defence, Taskmaster opens the match with a strong opening attack that could possibly kill a character due to his offense rise, he and multiple teams help. You'll need a team that may be bad the first wave of
attack, then use the buffs against them (e.g. to flip them into debuffs, blow your team based on their buffs, etc.). Your first target should either be Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant. The choice will depend on who is weakest or closest to death. Kill Taskmaster first will slow the assistance of the bears, without forcing attack. Killing Delaware's birth of Lieutenant first will stop its
constant guerrilla and buffs. Bullseye would be the next target because of helping him with high damage production. Kill Order: Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant, Bullseye, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating Mercenary 2.0 team and X-Men 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A
buff and assistance-heavy team and synergy of war defense. General Strategy: On War defence, Taskmaster opens the match with a strong opening attack that could possibly kill a character due to his offense rise, he and multiple teams help. You'll need a team that may be bad the first wave of attack, then use the buffs against them (e.g. to flip them into debuffs, blow your team
based on their buffs, etc.). Your first target should either be Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant. The choice will depend on who is weakest or closest to death. Kill Taskmaster first will slow the assistance of the bears, without forcing attack. Killing Delaware's birth of Lieutenant first will stop its constant guerrilla and buffs. Bullseye would be the next target because of helping him
with high damage production. Kill Order: Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant, Bullseye, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Mercenary 2.0 team and X-Men (w/Ultron)? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff and assistance-heavy team and synergy of war defense. General
Strategy: On War defence, Taskmaster opens the match with a strong opening attack that could possibly kill a character due to his offense rise, he and multiple teams help. You'll need a team that may be bad the first wave of attack, then use the buffs against them (e.g. to flip them into debuffs, blow your team based on their buffs, etc.). Your first target should either be
Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant. The choice will depend on who is weakest or closest to death. Kill Taskmaster first will slow the assistance of the bears, without forcing attack. Mercenary Lieutenant first will stop its constant guerrilla and buffs. Bullseye would be the next target because of helping him with high damage production. Kill Order: Taskmaster or Mercenary
Lieutenant, Bullseye, the rest. Specific Strategies: Mandatory T4s: The Passif Mordo, the Strange Passive of the Doctor.T4s that will improve efficiency: The Special Mordo, the Special Doctor Strange, Basic Rider and Passive, and the Scarlett Witch witch. Your main strategy is to apply as many debuffs as possible, which will get you turning meters via Rider Passif Strategy/&gt;.
So you'll use Ghost Rider's special first, to apply bleeding to three characters. Use Mordo's ultimate first to heal the whole team. Use special Strange Doctor to flip the buffs in debuffs. Use Scarlett Witch's ultimate extended debuffs to foe. Watch VideoDetails: A buff and assistance-heavy team with war defence synergy. General Strategy: On War defence, Taskmaster opens the
match with a strong opening attack that could possibly kill a character due to his offense rise, he and multiple teams help. You'll need a team that may be bad the first wave of attack, then use the buffs against them (e.g. to flip them into debuffs, blow your team based on their buffs, etc.). Your first target should either be Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant. The choice will depend
on who is weakest or closest to death. Kill Taskmaster first will slow the assistance of the bears, without forcing attack. Killing Delaware's birth of Lieutenant first will stop its constant guerrilla and buffs. Bullseye would be the next target because of helping him with high damage production. Kill Order: Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant, Bullseye, the rest. Specific Strategies: T4
on the ultimate Negasonic recommended. On turning offense, negasonically profiting turns snaps and gives a significant increase of damage to Allied X-Force, then cable also gives snaps to spin owners of the team. You'll first want to use the Ultimate Negasonic, as every opponent who drops below 50% health will give owners the spin X-23 (this is why the T4 on the ultimate it's
recommended). You'll next want to use the X-23 special on Taskmaster to hope that his blocking ability before his first attack. Watch VideoDetails: A buff and assistance-heavy team with war defence synergy. General Strategy: On War defence, Taskmaster opens the match with a strong opening attack that could possibly kill a character due to his offense rise, he and multiple
teams help. You'll need a team that may be bad the first wave of attack, then use the buffs against them (e.g. to flip them into debuffs, blow your team based on their buffs, etc.). Your first target should either be Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant. The choice will depend on who is weakest or closest to death. Kill Taskmaster first will slow the assistance of the bears, without
forcing attack. Killing Delaware's birth of Lieutenant first will stop its constant guerrilla and buffs. Bullseye would be the next target because of his assistance with high damage Order: Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant, Bullseyeye, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Mercenary 2.0 team with armored power 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join
me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff and assistance-heavy team and synergy of war defense. General Strategy: On War defence, Taskmaster opens the match with a strong opening attack that could possibly kill a character due to his offense rise, he and multiple teams help. You'll need a team that may be bad the first wave of attack, then use
the buffs against them (e.g. to flip them into debuffs, blow your team based on their buffs, etc.). Your first target should either be Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant. The choice will depend on who is weakest or closest to death. Kill Taskmaster first will slow the assistance of the bears, without forcing attack. Killing Delaware's birth of Lieutenant first will stop its constant guerrilla
and buffs. Bullseye would be the next target because of helping him with high damage production. Kill Order: Taskmaster or Mercenary Lieutenant, Bullseye, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating Mercenary 2.0 team and Frehood 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team.
(Outdated due to these characters being needed for Asgardians, Supernatural, and Inhumans) General Strategy: You'll want a team that can rinse off the unfurling. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others and from flipping your buffs to debuffs. Next you'll either want to kill Loki or Scarlet Witch. Kill Loki first if you're particularly worried about him
applying Stealth to the whole team. Kill Scarlet Witch first if you're particularly worried about it extending your unfit or equalizing the enemy's team health. Lastly, you will need to choose between Earthquake or Mordo. Kill Earthquakes if you are sure you can do it before his ultimate, or anything kills Mordo because of his slip. Kill Order: Doctor Strange, Loki or Scarlett Witch,
Quake or Mordo.Do know the strategy to beat the Mystic Controller team with Mystic Controllers? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team. (Outdated due to these characters being needed for Asgardians, Supernatural, and Inhumans) General Strategy: You'll want a team that can rinse
off the unfurling. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others and from flipping your buffs to debuffs. Next you'll either want to kill Loki or Scarlet Witch. Kill Loki first if you're particularly worried about him applying Stealth to the whole team. Kill Scarlet Witch first if you're particularly worried about it extending your unfit or equalizing the enemy's team
health. Lastly, you will need to choose between Earthquake or Mordo. Kill earthquakes if you are sure you can do it before it or anything else kills Mordo because of his debuff. Kill Order: Doctor Strange, Loki or Scarlett Witch, Quake or Mordo.Do know the strategy to beat the Team Monitor Mystic and Premiere? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to
start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team. (Outdated due to these characters being needed for Asgardians, Supernatural, and Inhumans) General Strategy: You'll want a team that can rinse off the unfurling. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others and from flipping your buffs to debuffs. Next you'll either want to kill Loki or
Scarlet Witch. Kill Loki first if you're particularly worried about him applying Stealth to the whole team. Kill Scarlet Witch first if you're particularly worried about it extending your unfit or equalizing the enemy's team health. Lastly, you will need to choose between Earthquake or Mordo. Kill Earthquakes if you are sure you can do it before his ultimate, or anything kills Mordo because
of his slip. Kill Order: Doctor Strange, Loki or Scarlett Witch, Quake or Mordo.Do know the strategy to beat the Mystic Controller team with Spider-Verse 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff-heavy, AoE team with war and synergy offense release. General Strategy: Kill Order: Rescue, War
Machine, Falcon. You'll want to kill Relief before its second turn, or anything else it will all offense up to everyone. War machine should be your next kill because of its very high AOE damage. Then Falcon would be the next slow generation of owners. Do you know the strategy for defeating power armament 1.0 team and Frehood 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also
join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff-heavy, AoE team with war and synergy offense release. General Strategy: Kill Order: Rescue, War Machine, Falcon. You'll want to kill Relief before its second turn, or anything else it will all offense up to everyone. War machine should be your next kill because of its very high AOE damage. Then Falcon
would be the next slow generation of owners. Do you know the strategy of battery armor 1.0 team with Spider-Verse 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff-heavy, AoE team with war and synergy offense release. General Strategy: Kill Order: Rescue, War Machine, Falcon. You'll want to kill
Relief before its second turn, or anything else it will all offense up to everyone. War machine should be your next kill because of its very high AOE damage. Then Falcon would be the next slow generation of owners. Do you know the strategy for defeating the power of the team's 1.0 weapon with A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a
discussion regarding this team. Details: A buff-heavy, AoE team with war and synergy offense release. Kill Order: Rescue, War Machine, Falcon. You'll want to kill Relief before its second turn, or anything else it will all offense up to everyone. War machine should be your next kill because of its very high AOE damage. Then Falcon would be the next slow generation of owners. Do
you know the strategy for beating the power of 1.0 teams and guardianship teams? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary. General Strategy: Your primary target should be Nick Fury to stop his team's buffs / healing and call. Your next target would be
S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, so you can prevent counter-attacks when attacking adjacent allies. Slay Order: Nick Fury, S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, The Rest. Do you know the strategies for defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. teams and Frehood 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion
Summary. General Strategy: Your primary target should be Nick Fury to stop his team's buffs / healing and call. Your next target would be S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, so you can prevent counter-attacks when attacking adjacent allies. Slay Order: Nick Fury, S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, The Rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. team and armored power 1.0? If so, please
submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary. General Strategy: Your primary target should be Nick Fury to stop his team's buffs / healing and call. Your next target would be S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, so you can prevent counter-attacks when attacking adjacent allies. Slay
Order: Nick Fury, S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, The Rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. team and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary. General Strategy: Your primary target should be Nick Fury to stop his team's buffs /
healing and call. Your next target would be S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, so you can prevent counter-attacks when attacking adjacent allies. Slay Order: Nick Fury, S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper, The Rest. Do you know the strategies for defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. and Supernatural teams? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team.
Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary, which requires a specific killing order. General Strategy: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic should be your first priority as ultimate it may be to review Agent Coulson. This can be very useful in war if you cannot one-shot this team. If you can at least kill Medical S.H.H.I.E.L.D. or even Agent Coulson on their first pass, then the second
attack will be an easier match. Slay Agent Coulson Next Because His Finale And Passive Are Pretty there is a S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper next to Nick Fury, killing him first to stop against their attacks. Nick Fury would be the next target to stop his team's buffs/ healings and sagas. Murder Order: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic, Silver Coulson, the rest (depending on the order). Do you know the
strategy for defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. (w/Coulson) team with X-Hands 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary, which requires a specific killing order. General Strategy: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic should be your first priority as ultimate it may be to review
Agent Coulson. This can be very useful in war if you cannot one-shot this team. If you can at least kill Medical S.H.H.I.E.L.D. or even Agent Coulson on their first pass, then the second attack will be an easier match. Killing Agent Coulson next because his ultimate and Passives are very powerful. If there is a S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper next to Nick Fury, kill him first to stop against their
attack. Nick Fury would be the next target to stop his team's buffs/ healings and sagas. Murder Order: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic, Silver Coulson, the rest (depending on the order). Do you know the strategy for defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. (w/ Coulson) team and Brotherhood 2.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team.
Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary, which requires a specific killing order. General Strategy: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic should be your first priority as ultimate it may be to review Agent Coulson. This can be very useful in war if you cannot one-shot this team. If you can at least kill Medical S.H.H.I.E.L.D. or even Agent Coulson on their first pass, then the second
attack will be an easier match. Killing Agent Coulson next because his ultimate and Passives are very powerful. If there is a S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper next to Nick Fury, kill him first to stop against their attack. Nick Fury would be the next target to stop his team's buffs/ healings and sagas. Murder Order: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic, Silver Coulson, the rest (depending on the order). Do you know
the strategy for defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. (w/Coulson) teams with Supernatural? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War Defence Team and Minion Summary, which requires a specific killing order. General Strategy: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic should be your first priority as ultimate it may be to review
Agent Coulson. This can be very useful in war if you cannot one-shot this team. If you can at least kill Medical S.H.H.I.E.L.D. or even Agent Coulson on their first pass, then the second attack will be an easier match. Killing Agent Coulson next because his ultimate and Passives are very powerful. If there is a S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper next to Nick Fury, kill him first to stop against their
attack. Nick Fury would be the next target to stop his team's buffs/ healings and sagas. Kill Order: Medical, Agent Coulson, the rest (depending on the order). Do you know the strategy for defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. (w/ Coulson) team and Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A ramp-up, War
Defence Team and Minion Summary, which requires a specific killing order. General Strategy: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic should be your first priority as ultimate it may be to review Agent Coulson. This can be very useful in war if you cannot one-shot this team. If you can at least kill Medical S.H.H.I.E.L.D. or even Agent Coulson on their first pass, then the second attack will be an easier
match. Killing Agent Coulson next because his ultimate and Passives are very powerful. If there is a S.H.I.E.L.D. Trooper next to Nick Fury, kill him first to stop against their attack. Nick Fury would be the next target to stop his team's buffs/ healings and sagas. Murder Order: S.H.I.E.L.D. Medic, Silver Coulson, the rest (depending on the order). Do you know the strategy for
defeating S.H.I.E.L.D. (w/ Coulson) team and Brotherhood 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A team with Synergy War and Synergy against Alabama Eroes.General Strategy: If possible, kill Shocker before first turning it off, to prevent him from puffing the team. Next you'll need to decide to kill
Vulture or Green Goblin. Kill Vulture first if you're worried about applying debuffs. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth.Kill command: Choker, Vulture or Green Goblin, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Sinister 6 team with Supernatural? If so, please submit a question. You can also
join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A team with Synergy War and Synergy against Alabama Eroes.General Strategy: If possible, kill Shocker before first turning it off, to prevent him from puffing the team. Next you'll need to decide to kill Vulture or Green Goblin. Kill Vulture first if you're worried about applying debuffs. Kill Green Goblin first if you're
worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth.Kill command: Choker, Vulture or Green Goblin, the rest. Do you know the strategy for defeating Sinister 6 team and Sinister 6 killer? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A team with Synergy War and Synergy
against Alabama Eroes.General Strategy: If possible, kill Shocker before first turning it off, to prevent him from puffing the team. Next you'll need to decide to kill Vulture or Green Goblin. Kill Vulture first if you're worried about applying debuffs. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth.Kill command:
Choker, Vulture or Green Goblin, the rest. Do you know the battery strategy? Sinister 6 team with Ultron? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A team with Synergy War and Synergy against Alabama Eroes.General Strategy: If possible, kill Shocker before first turning it off, to prevent him from puffing the
team. Next you'll need to decide to kill Vulture or Green Goblin. Kill Vulture first if you're worried about applying debuffs. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth.Kill command: Choker, Vulture or Green Goblin, the rest. Do you know the strategy of defeating Sinister 6 team and Sinister 6? If so, please
submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing and turning master manipulations. General Strategy: You'll want a team that can handle the massive amount of debuffs that this team applies. Carnage would be the first priority because of its owner generation and team recovery. Next you
should decide to kill either Green Goblin or Venom. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth. Kill Venom if you're worried about it debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Green Goblin or Venom, The Rest. Do you know the strategy for defeating the Spider-1.0 1.0 team and advocates? If
so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing and turning master manipulations. General Strategy: You'll want a team that can handle the massive amount of debuffs that this team applies. Carnage would be the first priority because of its owner generation and team recovery.
Next you should decide to kill either Green Goblin or Venom. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth. Kill Venom if you're worried about it debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Green Goblin or Venom, The Rest. Do you know the strategy for defeating Spider-Craft 1.0 teams and
brawle? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing and turning master manipulations. General Strategy: You'll want a team that can handle the massive amount of debuffs that this team applies. Carnage would be the first priority because of its owner generation and team
recovery. Next you should decide to kill either Green Goblin or Venom. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth. Kill Venom if you're worried about it debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Green Goblin or Venom, The Rest. Do you know the strategy for defeating the Spider-1.0 team
with Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can join me too Discord to begin a discussion about this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing and turning master manipulations. General Strategy: You'll want a team that can handle the massive amount of debuffs that this team applies. Carnage would be the first priority because of its owner generation and team
recovery. Next you should decide to kill either Green Goblin or Venom. Kill Green Goblin first if you're worried about it removing your buffs or doing high damage to characters that use Stealth. Kill Venom if you're worried about it debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Green Goblin or Venom, The Rest. Do you know the strategy for defeating the Spider-Verse 1.0
team and Mystic controlling? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing, turning master manipulations, and synergy for War and Black Dimensions. General Strategy: Carnage should be the first priority because of its owner generation and team healing. Next you should kill
Spider-Man (Symbiote) to stop his high damage and debuffs. Then kill Venom to stop him from debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Spider-Man (Symbiote), Venom.Do do you know the strategy to beat the Spider-Verse 2.0 team with Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A
debuff-heavy team with healing, turning master manipulations, and synergy for War and Black Dimensions. General Strategy: Carnage should be the first priority because of its owner generation and team healing. Next you should kill Spider-Man (Symbiote) to stop his high damage and debuffs. Then kill Venom to stop him from debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order:
Carnage, Spider-Man (Symbiote), Venom.Do do you know the strategy to beat the Spider-Verse 2.0 team with Inhumans? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing, turning master manipulations, and synergy for War and Black Dimensions. General Strategy: Carnage should
be the first priority because of its owner generation and team healing. Next you should kill Spider-Man (Symbiote) to stop his high damage and debuffs. Then kill Venom to stop him from debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Spider-Man (Symbiote), Venom.Do do you know the strategy to beat the Spider-Verse 2.0 team with A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question.
You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. Details: A debuff-heavy team with healing, turning master manipulations, and synergy for War and Black Dimensions. General Strategy: Carnage should be the first priority because of its owner generation and team healing. Next you should kill Spider-Man (Symbiote) to stop his high damage and debuffs.
Then kill Venom to stop him from debuffing you and spread debuffs. Kill Order: Carnage, Spider-Man (Symbiote), Do you know the strategy of defeating the Spider-Verse 2.0 Team and Brotherhood (w/Kingpin &amp; Crossbones)? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Doctor
Strange, Ghost Rider. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others. Then kill Ghost Rider next, or else it will hit you with a huge attack for every enemy you kill. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Supernatural Team with A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General
Strategy: Kill Order: Doctor Strange, Ghost Rider. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others. Then kill Ghost Rider next, or else it will hit you with a huge attack for every enemy you kill. Do you know the strategy of defeating the supernatural team with Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion
regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Doctor Strange, Ghost Rider. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others. Then kill Ghost Rider next, or else it will hit you with a huge attack for every enemy you kill. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Supernatural Team with Ultron? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on
Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Doctor Strange, Ghost Rider. You want to kill Strange Doctor first to prevent him from reviewing others. Then kill Ghost Rider next, or else it will hit you with a huge attack for every enemy you kill. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Supernatural Team with Spider-Verse 1.0? If so, please submit a
question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A cow-heavy, dike team that uses quotation. General Strategy: The best reversal teams will have a way to control Ultron's citation and their constant buffs. The most common tactic is to use a team that specializes in AoE damage and/or a team that can use their buffs against them (e.g.
flipping them into debuffs, posting your team based on their puff, etc.). Do you know the strategy of defeating the Ultron team with Armor power 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A cow-heavy, dike team that uses quotation. General Strategy: The best reversal teams will have a way to control
Ultron's citation and their constant buffs. The most common tactic is to use a team that specializes in AoE damage and/or a team that can use their buffs against them (e.g. flipping them into debuffs, posting your team based on their puff, etc.). Do you know the strategy of defeating the Ultron team with X-Men 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join 'on Discord to
begin a discussion regarding this team. Details: A coffee-heavy, dike team that uses summons. Overall strategy: The best contor teams will be a way to control Ultron's citation and their constant buffs. The most common tactic is to use a team that specializes in AoE damage and/or a team that can use their buffs against them (e.g. flipping them into debuffs, posting your team
based on their puff, etc.). Do you know the strategy of defeating the Ultron team with A.I.M.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. Details: A cow-heavy, dike team that uses quotation. General Strategy: The best reversal teams will have a way to control Ultron's citation and their constant buffs. The most
common tactic is to use a team that specializes in AoE damage and/or a team that can use their buffs against them (e.g. flipping them into debuffs, posting your team based on their puff, etc.). Do you know the strategy of defeating the Ultron team and B.K.T. if so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy:
Kill Order: Shuri, Black Panther or Killmonger. Kill Shuri first because of his abundance of healing and buffs. Black Panther or Killmonger would be next, depending on who is weaker or lower in health. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Wakandans team and supernatural? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this
team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Shuri, Black Panther or Killmonger. Kill Shuri first because of his abundance of healing and buffs. Black Panther or Killmonger would be next, depending on who is weaker or lower in health. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Wakandans team with Fantastic 4? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a
discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Shuri, Black Panther or Killmonger. Kill Shuri first because of his abundance of healing and buffs. Black Panther or Killmonger would be next, depending on who is weaker or lower in health. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Wakandans team with X-Men 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me
on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Shuri, Black Panther or Killmonger. Kill Shuri first because of his abundance of healing and buffs. Black Panther or Killmonger would be next, depending on who is weaker or lower in health. Do you know the strategy of defeating the Wakandans team with Spider-Verse 2.0? If so, please submit a
question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. General Strategy: Kill Order: Shuri, Black Panther or Killmonger. Kill Shuri first because of his abundance of healing and buffs. Black Panther or Killmonger would be next, depending on who is weaker or lower in health. Do you know the strategies for defeating the Wakandans team and
advocates? If so, please submit a question. you also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me add common substitution, a general counter strategy, or about this team when you submit a problem. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategy for defeating team X-1.0 with A.I.M.? If so, please
submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategy of defeating team X-Hand 1.0 and X-1.0? If so, please submit a question.
You can also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategy of defeating Team X-1.0 with Brotherhood 1.0? If so, please submit a question. You can also
join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team. You can help me add common substitutions, a general counter strategy, or details of this team by submitting an issue. You can also join me on Discord to discuss counting a little further. Do you know the strategy of defeating team X-1.0 with B.K.T.? If so, please submit a question. You can also join me on Discord to
initiate a discussion regarding this team. You'll want to kill the next buffer. Try not to kill Phoenix until you are ready to immediately kill him a second time in his Phoenix black form, because if left alone it will easily spread you out. Kill Order: Psylop, Storm.Do you know the strategy to beat the team X-Hand 2.0 and A.I.I. (w/ Ultron)? If so, please submit a question. You can also join
me on Discord to initiate a discussion regarding this team. You'll want to kill the next buffer. Try not to kill Phoenix until you are ready to immediately kill him a second time in his Phoenix black form, because if left alone it will easily spread you out. Kill Order: Cyclop, Storm.Do you know the strategy to beat the team X-Men 2.0 and B.K.T.? If so, please submit a question. You can
also join me on Discord to start a discussion regarding this team.
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